GRAPHIC NOVELS

Black humour soaked in alcohol

Portrait of a
Drunk
OLIVIER SCHRAUWEN & RUPPERT &
MULOT
Guy is a pirate. And a boozehound, a liar, a lazybones, a thief and a
murderer. We follow his exploits as he staggers through life, and
some of his victims observe him from the afterlife. An unreliable
and workshy shipwright, he insults his apprentice, robs a deceased
noblewoman, has no qualms about engaging in torture and loses
himself in alcoholic oblivion. At the end of the book he is just as
immoral as he was at the start.

AUTHORS

The terrific drawings are truly
extraordinary.
NRC HANDELSBLAD

This first collaboration between Olivier Schrauwen and French
duo Ruppert & Mulot results in visual fireworks, featuring
Schrauwen’s signature figures and colours as well as the
breathtaking backdrops of Ruppert & Mulot, who were also
responsible for the bulk of the script. The nervous laughter and
revulsion aroused by the pathetic protagonist result in great black
humour and shame on his part. Guy’s personality was consumed by
his alcoholism long ago, so he is now little more than a kind of
universal drunkard. And yet the authors manage to put the reader
in his shoes – in part by presenting the secondary characters as
faceless figures. This psychedelic story does an excellent job of
killing off the myth of the heroic pirate once and for all.

Olivier Schrauwen's (b. 1977) work has
achieved international success, and the
author has become something of a
phenomenon. Art Spiegelman (of ‘Maus’
fame) referred to him as ‘the most original
cartoonist I’ve fallen onto since Chris Ware
or Ben Katchor’. Florent Ruppert (b. 1979)
and Jérôme Mulot (b. 1981) together make
up a French duo of comic strip authors. They
met at Dijon art college and started working
together in 2002, with the pair of them both
writing and illustrating. In 2019 they joined
forces with Olivier Schrauwen and published
Portrait of a Boozehound.
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A brilliant, wry and funny debunking of the
pirate genre
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